
Features
nn Easy to use automated 

operation
nn Reliable patient monitoring
nn Comfortable soft sensor pads
nn Flexible design options

Fall Management Solutions

By alerting staff in advance of potential fall situations, the SENSATEC® Fall 
Management solution is an effective means of reducing fall rates, saving staff 
time, and cutting costs. The system’s retraint-free design is widely considered 
the most dependable, discreet, and dignified means of protecting patients and 
facilities from the consequences of hazardous falls.

SENSATEC is easy to operate and will involves a minimal learning curve for your 
staff. The system has been designed to automatically begin monitoring when a 
patient is positioned on a bed or chair sensor pad. A convenient auto-reset feature 
simplifies use by intuitively resetting the unit when a patient’s weight is reapplied to 
the pad. 

Designed for maximum “uptime” under real-world conditions, SENSATEC products 
are manufactured to the highest quality specifications and hand-inspected prior 
to shipping. All fall monitors are enclosed in a protective silicone boot for added 
durability and include a standard 1-year warranty.

Oversized sensor pads ensure reliable monitoring and put an end to false 
notifications. Durable latex-free pads are constructed of an innovative non-slip 
material that adheres to a mattress or chair without the need to peel-off adhesive 
strips or rubber bands. Bed pads measure a full 30”x15” and chair pads are 
15”x12”.

SENSATEC’s comprehensive lineup of fall monitors has been developed to fit a 
variety of needs and budgets. Each unit is completely portable and interchangeable 
with the coordinating bed and chair pads. Sensor pads are currently available in 
30-day, 90-day, 180-day, and 365-day models.
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Features Models
ST710 ST750

Auto Reset X X

Low Battery Signal X X

Auto On X X

Adjustable Volume X X

Adjustable Delay X X

Adjustable Alarm Tone X X

Nurse Call Integration X

AC Power Supply X

Voice Recording X


